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We present results illustrating the construction of 3D topological cluster states with coherent state
logic. Such a construction would be ideally suited to wave-guide implementations of quantum optical
processing. We investigate the use of a ballistic csign gate, showing that given large enough initial
cat states, it is possible to build large 3D cluster states. We model X and Z basis measurements
by displaced photon number detections and x-quadrature homodyne detections, respectively. We
investigate whether teleportation can aid cluster state construction and whether the introduction
of located loss errors fits within the topological cluster state framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent use of topological techniques in the clus-
ter state quantum computation scheme [1, 2] has lead
to some very encouraging fault tolerant threshold predic-
tions. The initial estimate for the computational basis er-
ror threshold was 0.75% [1, 2], but it is believed this could
reach as high as 1% [3], making this architecture a seri-
ous contender for scalable quantum computing [4]. This
scheme encodes qubits as defects in a three dimensional
cluster state, constructing the necessary qubit gates via
topological operations on the surface of the code. A re-
markable aspect of these 3D topological cluster states is
their resilience to loss, with estimates that they could
tolerate a located loss error as high as 25% [5], and may
even be able to recover from simultaneous computational
basis and located loss errors [5].

The bare requirements a physical system must posses
in order to implement topological cluster state com-
putation are [3]: (i) state preparations of |0〉L and
|0〉L+ eiθ|1〉L; (ii) X and Z basis measurements; (iii) the
csign entangling gate. An implementation with optical
systems has been proposed [4] based on integrated optics
and in-line non-linear elements in the form of single atom
cavity electro-dynamics, showing that with so called pho-
tonic modules, large scale topological cluster state com-
putation could in principle be implemented. An alternate
approach is to move all non-linearities off-line, using tech-
niques of linear optical quantum computing (LOQC) [6].
Unfortunately LOQC with photonic qubits involves mas-
sive amounts of resource recycling, which would hugely
complicate the optical circuit. Surprisingly, an alternate
LOQC scheme based on coherent-state logic exists [7, 8]
which requires no recycling of resource states. In this
paper, we consider the construction of 3D topological
cluster states using such a coherent state logic, build-
ing on a ballistic type of linear optical csign gate [7].

∗Electronic address: myers@physics.uq.edu.au

The ballistic nature of this scheme makes it an ideal can-
didate for implementation with integrated linear optical
quantum circuits [9–12], since, as we will show, given the
appropriate integrated optical wave-guide, this scheme is
only in principle limited by the construction of the initial
qubits.

The use of coherent states for universal quantum com-
putation was first proposed by Ralph et al.[7, 8], where
qubits were encoded as |0〉L = | − α〉 and |1〉L = |α〉,
requiring Bell state measurements for teleportation and
a resource of cat states of the form (| − α〉 + |α〉)/

√
2.

Since the qubits were only approximately orthogonal,

with |〈α|−α〉|2 = e−4α
2

, sufficiently large cat states were
required for this scheme to be viable. However, the con-
struction of large optical cat states in the laboratory is
difficult, the largest cat states created to date via ancilla
assisted two photon subtracted squeezed vacuum [13]
have an average number of photons of 1.42 ≈ 1.96 with
a fidelity of 0.60, while initial experiments [14] with
three photon subtracted squeezed vacuum suggest that
cat states with an average photon number as high as
1.762 ≈ 3.1 could be produced. Though, even with
the hurdle of constructing large amplitude cat states,
quantum computation with coherent state logic may still
be competitive with other optical quantum computation
schemes, since the success probability for the basic gates
is quite high and coherent state qubit teleportation is
deterministic. A recent extension to this coherent state
computation scheme by Lund et al. [15] showed that uni-
versal quantum computation was still possible with small
amplitude coherent states.

In this paper, we address the second two physical re-
quirements for three dimensional cluster state production
with coherent states. In contrast to [8], we define logical
qubits as |0〉L = |vac〉 ≡ |0〉 and |1〉L = |α〉 [7], both def-
initions being equivalent up to a displacement in phase
space. As in [7, 8], we are confined by the inherent error
associated with our non-orthogonal qubit definition, with

〈0|α〉 = e−|α|
2/2, and the feasibility of constructing large

amplitude cat states of the form |0〉+|α〉, the basic states
required for cluster state production in this scheme. In
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Section II, we use a beam splitter as our basic csign
gate [7], showing that it is in principle possible to ballisti-
cally construct large 3D cluster states with coherent state
logic, finding that coherent cat states with an average
number of photons > 85, meaning cat state with ampli-
tudes larger than 9.25 (|α > 9.25〉+ |α < −9.25〉), will re-
sult in a computational error rate per qubit < 1%. Next,
in Section III, we model X and Z basis measurements by
displaced photon number detections and x-quadrature
homodyne detections, respectively, showing that mea-
surement errors per qubit can be made below 1% for am-
plitudes above > 10.42 (|α > 10.42〉+|α < −10.42〉), that
is, coherent cat states with an average number of photons
> 108. In Section IV, we make use of teleporation to
clean up the cluster states built from the basic scheme,
showing that we can produce 3D cluster states from low
amplitude cat states with arbitrarily high fidelity, albeit
at the expense of moving away from the completely ballis-
tic nature of the basic csign gate and introducing a suc-
cess probability. In Section V, we attempt to capitalise
on the topological 3D cluster state code’s ability to deal
with simultaneous computational basis and located loss
errors, investigating whether cleaning up our 3D cluster
states with teleportation can reduce the amplitude size
of the initial cat state required by trading off computa-
tion error for located loss error. We present preliminary
results that suggest in the most ambitious scenario for
topological cluster states, when 5.35 < α < 5.54, it is ad-
vantageous to use teleportation. Finally, in Section VI,
we conclude.

II. BALLISITC SCHEME

One of the physical requirements a physical system
must posses to be suitable for 3D topological state quan-
tum computing is the ability to perform a csign gate
between neighbouring qubits. We model our basic csign
gate as a symmetric beam splitter of reflectivity of θ =
π/2α2, φ = −π/2 [7], shown in Fig. (1). If we consider
two cat states of the form

1

N (|0〉+ |α〉)⊗ (|0〉+ |α〉) , (1)

incident on such a beam splitter, the output is given by

1

N (|00〉 + |iα sin θ〉|α cos θ〉

+|α cos θ〉|iα sin θ〉+ |eiθα〉|eiθα〉
)
, (2)

where N = 2(1 + e−α
2/2) is the normalisation. When

α� 1, Eq.(2) is approximately

1

2
(|00〉+ |0α〉+ |α0〉 − |αα〉) . (3)

This can be seen from the inner product of two coherent
states of different amplitude [16]:

〈β|α〉 = exp

{
−1

2

(
|α|2 + |β|2

)
+ αβ∗

}
. (4)

The approximate |11〉LL state picks up a π phase:

〈α, α|eiθα, eiθα〉 = exp
{
−2α2

(
1− eiθ

)}
(5)

≈ exp
{

2iθα2
}

= −1,

while the approximate |01〉LL and |10〉LL states do not
pick up any phase factors:

〈0, α|iα sin θ, α cos θ〉 = exp
{
α2 (1− cos θ)

}
1, (6)

≈ 1.

where, since θ = π/2α2 and α� 1, we can assume θ � 1.

θ1 φ1,

0 + α

0 + α

FIG. 1: Ballisitc csign gate modelled as a beam splitter of reflec-
tivity θ1 = π

2α2 , φ1 = −π
2

[7]. Note, for clarity, the input cat states
are un-normalised.

In order to build the 3D topological cluster state with
coherent state qubits, we first consider the construction
of the elementary building blocks for the cluster state
unit cell [1, 2], shown in Fig. 2. These progressive build-
ing blocks are shown in Fig. (3).

FIG. 2: Unit cell for the 3D topological cluster state [1, 2]. The
solid black lines between coloured qubit circles represent csign
gates.

To calculate the fidelity for each of the cluster states in
Fig. (3), we compare to a hypothetical cluster state made
with ideal coherent state csign gates of the from given in
Eq. (3). These fidelities are shown in Fig. (4). Notice that
as the amplitude size of the initial cat state increases,
the fidelity approaches 1. Also, as expected, the fidelity
decreases as the complexity of the cluster state increases.

We gauge the capability of the ballistic csign gate
to construct 3D cluster states by calculating the error
rate per qubit (ER) for each of the building block cluster
states in Fig. (3) by comparing the fidelities in Fig. (4)
with the fidelities from an ideally constructed qubit clus-
ter state in which each qubit has undergone a depolar-
ising error [17], as shown in Fig. (5). Note that when
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FIG. 3: The progressive basic building blocks for the 3D topolog-
ical cluster state unit cell in Fig. (2): (a) The 2 qubit cluster; (b)
The 3 qubit cluster; (c) The 5 qubit linear cluster; (d) The 5 qubit
star cluster. Each vertical/horizontal line corresponds to a csign
gate constructed from the beam splitter shown in Fig. (1). Each
coloured qubit circle is initially in the cat state (|0〉+ |α〉) /N .

5 10 15 20
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

FIG. 4: The fidelity of constructing the progressive basic building
blocks from Fig (3) with the beam splitter csign gate in Fig. (1).
In red the two qubit cluster (Fig. (3)a) fidelity is shown; in magenta
the three qubit cluster (Fig. (3)b) fidelity is shown; in green the
five qubit linear cluster (Fig. (3)c) fidelity is shown; in blue the five
qubit star cluster (Fig. (3)d) fidelity is shown.

α = 11.07, that is, when the initial cat states are of the
form |α = 0〉 + |α = 11.07〉, the error rate per qubit for
the two qubit cluster is below 1%, the expected maximum
computation basis error that the 3D topological cluster
state code could correct [3]. When α = 18.5, the error
rate per qubit for the five qubit star cluster in Fig. (3d)
is below 1%.

III. MEASUREMENTS

Another of the physical requirements a physical system
must possess to be suitable for 3D topological cluster
state quantum computing is the ability to measure qubits
in the X and Z basis.

We model X basis measurements by first displacing
our state by −α2 , followed by a photon number measure-
ment, effectively implementing a photon number parity

10 11.07 14.28 15 16.39 18.5 20 25 30

0.

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.01

FIG. 5: The error rate per qubit (ER) for each of the unit cell
building blocks in Fig. (3). In red the two qubit cluster (Fig. (3)a)
ER is shown; in green the three qubit cluster (Fig. (3)b) ER is
shown; in blue the five qubit linear cluster (Fig. (3)c) ER is shown;
in magenta the five qubit star cluster (Fig. (3)d) ER is shown. The
α values for each cluster state that gives an ER of 1% are also
shown.

measurement. That is, given the phase resulting from
displacing a coherent state and the projection of a coher-
ent state into the number basis [16],

D(α)D(β) = exp {i Im[αβ∗]}D (α+ β) (7)

〈n|β〉 = exp

{
−|β

2|
2

}
βn√
n!
,

we find 〈n|D(−α2 )|β〉:

= 〈n| exp

{
− iα

2
Im[β∗]

}
|β − α

2
〉

= exp

{
− iα

2
Im[β∗]− 1

2
|β|2 +

α

2
Re[β]− α2

8

} (
β − α

2

)n
√
n!

.

(8)

We gain some insight into how Eq. (8) models an X basis
measurement by considering the X basis measurement of
an arbitrary qubit state c0|0〉+c1|1〉 = 1√

2
(c0+c1)|X+〉+

1√
2
(c0 − c1)|X−〉. In terms of coherent state logic, mea-

suring the corresponding state gives

〈X basis meas.| (c0|0〉+ c1|α〉) =
e−

α2

2

(
α
2

)n
√
n!

[(−1)nc0 + c1] .

(9)

When n is even, we detect |X+〉, when n is odd, we detect
|X−〉.

We model Z basis measurements by homodyne de-
tection in the x quadrature: 〈x|β〉. Since the basic
csign gate transforms a small portion of the initially
real cat states into the complex direction, as can be
seen in Eq. (2), we need to consider the x−projection
of a general complex coherent state, keeping track of all
possible phase terms. We do this by considering both
〈x|â|β〉 and 〈x|â†|β〉. By solving the ODE resulting from
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〈x|â|β〉 = β〈x|β〉 [18], we find 〈x|β〉

= (2π)
− 1

4 exp

{
iφ+ 2iRe[β]Im[β]− (Im[β])

2 − 1

4
(x− 2β)

2

}
,

(10)

where we determine the as yet undetermined phase φ
from 〈x|â†|β〉. Given the x-projection of a number
state [18] and two properties of Hermite polynomials [19]:

〈x|n〉 = (2nn!)
− 1

2 (2π)
− 1

4 e−
x2

4 Hn

(
x√
2

)
,

∞∑
n=0

Hn(x)tn

n!
= e2xt−t

2

, (11)

Hn+1(x) = 2xHn(x)− 2nHn−1(x),

we find 〈x|â†|β〉

= (2π)
− 1

4 (x− β) exp

{
−|β|

2

2
− x2

4
+ xβ − β2

2

}
. (12)

Next, if we consider the ODE associated with 〈x|â†|β〉
given Eq. (12), we find φ = −Re[β]Im[β]. The Z basis
measurement is then found to be

〈x|β〉 = (2π)
− 1

4 exp

{
iRe[β]Im[β]− (Im[β])

2 − 1

4
(x− 2β)

2

}
.

(13)

We gain some insight into how Eq. (13) models an Z basis
measurement by considering the Z basis measurement of
an arbitrary coherent logic state c0|0〉+ c1|α〉:

〈Z basis meas.| (c0|0〉+ c1|α〉)

= (2π)
− 1

4

[
c0e
− x24 + c1e

− 1
4 (x−2α)

2
]
.

(14)

When we detect |Z+〉, we expect a homodyne outcome
centred around x = 0 and when we detect |Z−〉, we ex-
pect a homodyne outcome centred around x = 2α, as
shown in Fig. (6).

5 0 5 10 15

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.

-

FIG. 6: The measurement outcome for the detection of c0|0〉 +
c1|α〉 in the Z basis. In red we plot 〈x|0〉 and in green we plot
〈x|α = 3.75〉.

We evaluate the effectiveness of modelling X and Z
basis measurements by displaced photon number and x-
homodyne detections by looking at the visibility [16]:

V =
Pmax − Pmin

Pmax + Pmin
(15)

Since coherent states do not entangle on beam split-
ters, it is straight forward to calculate the visibility. For
example, consider measuring the two qubit cluster state
in Fig. (3a) in the XZ basis. The initial state for this
cluster state is given by

1

N
∑

m1,m2∈{0,α}

|m1,m2〉. (16)

After the beam splitter csign gate, this state becomes

|ψ1BS〉 =
1

N
∑

m1,m2∈{0,α}

|p1, p2〉, (17)

where

p1 = m1 cos θ + im2 sin θ,

p2 = im1 sin θ +m2 cos θ.

The probability of a given measurement is then given
by P1BS = |〈X-basis|〈Z-basis| · |ψ1BS〉|2 ≡ |〈n|D(α2 )〈x| ·
|ψ1BS〉|2. By writing the ideal two qubit cluster state
with the first mode in the X basis and the second
mode in the Z basis: 1

2 (|X+Z+〉+ |X−Z−〉), we can
calculate Pmax and Pmin for the two qubit cluster:

Pmax =
(∫ α
−∞ dx

∑
n even +

∫∞
α
dx
∑
n odd

)
P1BS and

Pmin =
(∫ α
−∞ dx

∑
n odd +

∫∞
α
dx
∑
n even

)
P1BS. The

reason we integrate from either α to ∞ or −∞ to α is to
minimise the errors resulting from having non-orthogonal
qubits. That is, the midway point between the Z basis
outcomes is x = α, as can be seen in Fig. (6). This
method can be extended to calculate the visibility for
larger cluster states.

To determine the performance of our measurement
model, we measure certain stabilisers of the 3D cluster
state. We endeavour to measure the operator ZZXZZ,
since this is a local stabiliser for the 3D topological cluster
state and can also be used to initiate a faulty cluster state
into the correct state [4]. We start by measuring smaller
operators on the building block cluster states in Fig. (3),
first measuring the operator XZ on the two qubit cluster,
next measuring ZXZ on the five qubit linear cluster and
finally measuring ZZXZZ on the maximally connected
seventeen qubit star cluster state, as shown in Fig. (7).
The state shown in Fig. (7c) is equivalent to the unit cell
in Fig (2), except in this case we consider the 3D cluster
state from the perspective of a single qubit, labelled X
in this case, instead of considering the cluster state as a
lattice.

We plot the visibility as a function of the amplitude
size of the initial cat state in Fig. 8. It is worth noting
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that the visibility for measuring ZXZ for the five qubit
linear cluster state is identical to measuring ZXZ for
the three qubit cluster state while measuring ZZXZZ
for the seventeen qubit cluster state is identical to mea-
suring ZZXZZ for the five qubit star cluster state. This
shows that only the qubits that are actually measured
influence the calculation of the visibility. As we can see
in Fig. (8), as the initial cat state amplitude is increased,
the visibility increases as well. It is also worth noting,
that even if we had a perfect csign gate for cat state
logic, since the qubits are intrinsically non-orthogonal,
the visibility is not automatically 1, as shown in Fig. (8).

FIG. 7: Detect XZ for the two qubit cluser. (b) Detect ZXZ
for the five qubit linear cluster. (c) Detect the stabiliser ZZXZZ
for the seventeen qubit cluster. Each vertical/horizontal line cor-
responds to a csign gate.

To judge how well our measurement model fits within
the thresholds for the 3D topological cluster state code,
we calculate the error rate per qubit for each of the vis-
ibilities in Fig. (8) by comparing with the visibilities re-
sulting from measuring an ideally constructed qubit clus-
ter state in which each qubit has undergone a depolar-
ising error [17], as done in Section II. This is shown in
Fig (9). The ER for the two qubit cluster is below 1%
when α > 11.7, while the ER for the five qubit linear
cluster is below 1% when α > 15.56 and the ER for
the seventeen qubit cluster is below 1% when α > 20.83.
Since XXZXX is a local stabiliser for the 3D topological
code, to ballistically construct a 3D topological cluster
state with coherent state logic, the amplitude for initial
cat state would need to be greater than α = 20.83.

IV. TELELPORTATION

In this section we circumvent the low fidelities achieved
from using a beam splitter as a csign gate shown in
Fig (4) by attempting to clean up the cluster states by

5 10 15 20
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

FIG. 8: The visibility is shown in the solid lines and the fidelity
is shown in the dashed lines. The detection of XZ for the two
qubit cluster is shown in red. The detection of ZXZ for the five
qubit linear cluster is shown in green, this line also corresponds
to detecting ZXZ for the three qubit cluster. The detection of
ZZXZZ for the seventeen qubit cluster is shown in blue, this line
also corresponds to detecting ZZXZZ for the five qubit star cluster
state. In the top left hand corner we show the visibility for the ideal
two, five and seventeen qubit cluster states. The fidelity curves
correspond to the two qubit cluster, the five qubit linear cluster
and the five qubit star cluster.

10 11.7 15 15.56 20 20.83 25 30

0.

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008
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FIG. 9: The operator detection error rate per qubit (ER) for:
detectingXZ on the two qubit cluster state, shown in red; detecting
ZXZ on the five qubit linear cluster state, shown in blue; detecting
ZZXZZ on the seventeen qubit cluster state, shown in magenta.
The α values for each cluster state that gives an ER of 1% are also
shown.

incorporating teleportation. We base our teleportation
protocol, shown in Fig. (10), on a similar teleportation
idea from Ralph et al. [8]. We teleport our basic two qubit
cluster state using two copies of the Bell state |0, 0〉 +
|α, α〉. The fact that we also need to generate this Bell
state places a more stringent restriction on the size of
initial cat states we need to implement csign gates –
instead of just the state |0〉 + |α〉, we now also need a

supply of the larger amplitude cat states |0〉 + |
√

2α〉,
since the Bell state |00〉+|αα〉 is the output of |0〉+|

√
2α〉

incident on one port of a symmetric beam splitter.

In Figs. (11) and (12) we examine the detection out-
comes for this teleportation scheme. As can be seen from
these figures and when one closely examines the output
of the teleporter, there are four dominant detection se-
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D −α

2

D −α

2

D −α

2

D −α

2

θ1 φ1,

θ2 φ2,

θ2 φ3,

0 + α

0 + α

00 + αα

00 + αα

n1

n2

n3

n4

FIG. 10: Teleportation of the ballistic csign gate (dashed box):
θ1 = π

2α2 , φ1 = −π
2

, θ2 = π
4

, φ2 = 0, φ3 = π.

quences:

{n1, n2, n3, n4} = {na, 0, nb, 0},{na, 0, 0, nb}, {0, na, nb, 0},
{0, na, 0, nb} (18)

We also notice in Figs. (11) and (12) that the maxi-
mum success probability and normalised fidelity is cen-
tred around α2/2, in this case around α = 8.

0
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0.001

0.002

0.003

0.004

FIG. 11: The success probability as a function of the detection out-
come for the teleporter in Fig.(10) when α =

√
2×4 ≈ 5.66. In this

case we examine detector outcomes of the form {n1, n2, n3, n4} =
{na, nb, na, nb}.

In contrast to [8], the fidelity in Fig. (12) only reaches
values close to one when the success probability in
Fig. (11) is a maximum. This is due to the delicacy of
teleporting the phase information hidden in the approxi-
mate csign state in Eq. (2) – any measurement outcome
that is not one of the four sequences in Eq. (18) removes
all phase information on the output, which effectively be-
comes the identity state. However, since the probability
is close to 0 in the regions where the fidelity is less than
ideal, this does not have a dominant affect on the success
of the teleporter.

Given that we accept the teleporter detections are of
the form given in Eq. (18), we can examine the success
probability and normalised fidelity as a function of na
and nb, as shown in Figs. (13) and (14). We again notice
that the normalised fidilty in Fig. (14) is only close to 1
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FIG. 12: The normalised fidelity as a function of the detection out-
come for the teleporter in Fig.(10) when α =

√
2×4 ≈ 5.66. In this

case we examine detector outcomes of the form {n1, n2, n3, n4} =
{na, nb, na, nb}.

when the success probability in Fig. (13) is a maximum.
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0.004

FIG. 13: The success probability as a function of the detection out-
come for the teleporter in Fig.(10) when α =

√
2×4 ≈ 5.66. In this

case we examine detector outcomes of the form {n1, n2, n3, n4} =
{na, 0, 0, nb}.

As with standard qubit teleportation [20], there are
single qubit corrections necessary on the output of
Fig. (10). We make the assumption that these corrections
can be performed at a later time, or we could explicitly
avoid applying these corrections altogether by keeping
track of the necessary corrections, staying in the so called
Pauli frame [21], compensating for these corrections in
subsequent measurements.

The normalised fidelity of the of the teleporter in
Fig. (10) can be made arbitrarily close to 1, given the
correct detector firing. For an initial cat state amplitude
as low as

√
2 × 2 ≈ 2.83, the maximum normalised fi-

delity can be made as high as 0.999. This is shown in
Fig. (15). The trade-off for having a high fidelity is the
introduction of a success probability. We can see how
the success probability of the teleporter scales given that
we demand a certain average fidelity for the output. The
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FIG. 14: The normalised fidelity as a function of the detection out-
come for the teleporter in Fig.(10) when α =

√
2×4 ≈ 5.66. In this

case we examine detector outcomes of the form {n1, n2, n3, n4} =
{na, 0, 0, nb}.

average fidelity is given by [8]

Fav =
1

Pdet

∑
(na,nb)∈S

P (na, nb)F (na, nb), (19)

where Pdet =
∑

(na,nb)∈S P (na, nb) is the probability that

the detection outcomes are in the set S and F (na, nb) is
the fidelity between the normalised output of Fig. (10)
and Eq. (3). In Fig. (16), we calculate the success proba-
bility of the teleporter given that we demand the output
must have an average fidelity > 99%. As can be seen, for
α large enough, the success probability approaches 1.

5 10 15 20

0.996

0.997

0.998

0.999

1.000

FIG. 15: The maximum fidelity the csign teleporter in Fig (10)
can produce as a function of α. Note that α has been scaled to
take the preparation of the Bell state cat states into account, that
is, α→

√
2α.

In the next section we will examine whether teleport-
ing the the basic csign state is advantageous, that is,
whether using a teleporter can reduce the amplitude of
the initial cat states.

5 10 15
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0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

FIG. 16: The success probability of the teleporter in Fig. (10) given
that the output must have an average fidelity > 99% is shown in
blue and the fidelity for the beam splitter csign gate from Fig. (1)
is shown in green. Note that α has been scaled for the teleporter
probability curve to take the preparation of the Bell state cat states
into account, that is, α→

√
2α.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss the performance of incor-
porating teleportation into our 3D cluster state produc-
tion. To determine this we examine whether introducing
located loss errors through teleportation can reduce the
computational basis errors to a level that is correctable
by the 3D topological cluster state code [1, 2]. We con-
sider two possible simultaneous computational basis error
and detectable loss error thresholds for the 3D topologi-
cal cluster state code. We present preliminary results in
which we consider the teleportation of a two qubit clus-
ter. The teleportation of larger cluster states will be the
subject of a future paper.

We first consider the most stringent and thorough
threshold, predicted by Barrett and Stace [5], in which
it is estimated 3D topological cluster states could correct
for sole computational basis errors as high as 0.63% and
sole located loss errors as high as 24.9%, with a close
to linear relationship for simultaneous loss and computa-
tion errors between these two bounds. We next consider a
more optimistic outlook for the capabilities of these topo-
logical codes, by relaxing the computation basis error
bound to 1%, a value that is believed could be reached [3],
and keeping the 24.9% located loss error bound.

In Fig (17), we examine the relationship between com-
putational basis and located loss error rates for teleporta-
tion. Before teleportation, each α has an intrinsic compu-
tation error rate associated with it, as shown in Fig. (5).
The aim of this exercise to determine whether it is worth-
while to teleport the state in Eq. (2). This is done by
keeping track of the detections outcomes from the tele-
porter that give the highest output fidelity. By counting
the detection outcomes, we generate the curves shown in
Fig. (17).

For example, consider the rightmost curve, correspond-
ing to α =

√
2× 3.0 = 4.24. Initially we only consider a

few detection outcomes centred around (α/2)2, leading to
a small teleportation success probability, which means a
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large located loss error. However, since these detections
correspond to high fidelity outputs, the computational
error rate is low, which is why the curve begins at the
bottom right of the graph. As we consider more detection
outcomes, the teleportation success probability increases,
reducing the located loss error rate, at the expense of al-
lowing more low fidelity output states, therefore reducing
the computational basis error rate. Consequently, the
α = 4.24 curve moves from the bottom right to the top
left.

The number of detection outcomes considered for each
curve in Fig. (17) increased as function of α. For low
values of α, there are not many teleportation detection
outcomes that result in a computational basis error rate
less that 1%, which is why these initial curves are not
smooth.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.000

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.010

FIG. 17: Graph showing the relationship between computational
basis and located loss error rates for various initial cat state am-
plitudes. The dotted black line on the left shows the predicted
threshold by Barrett and Stace [5]. The dashed black line on the
right shows the more optimistic threshold that encompasses the
Barrett and Stace located loss error rate and the believed best case
computation loss error rate [3]. The initial cat state amplitudes
increase from right to left. The solid lines correspond to α =

√
2×

(3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) = (4.24, 5.66, 7.07, 8.49, 9.90,
11.31, 12.73, 14.14, 15.56, 16.97, 18.38, 19.80, 21.21) (from right to
left). The dot-dashed line on the left corresponds to α =

√
2 ×

9.65 = 13.65 and the dot-dashed line on the right corresponds to
α =
√

2× 7.56 = 10.69.

The leftmost dot-dashed curve in Fig. (17) shows that
teleporting coherent cat states with an amplitude of α =√

2×9.65 = 13.65 intersects the Barrett-Stace [5] thresh-
old. The no located loss threshold for this case is equiv-
alent to a computation basis error rate of 0.63%, which
corresponds to the output from the basic csign gate in
Fig. (1) with α = 13.96. This means teleportation would
allow initial cat states with (13.96/2)2 − (13.65/2)2 =
2.16 less photons. These result are summarised in the
second column of Tab. (I).

The rightmost dot-dashed curve in Fig. (17) shows
that teleporting coherent cat states with an amplitude
of α =

√
2 × 7.56 = 10.69 intersects the more opti-

mistic threshold. The no located loss threshold for this
case is equivalent to a computation basis error rate of
1.0%, which corresponds to the output from the ba-

sic csign gate in Fig. (1) with α = 11.07. This
means teleportation would allow initial cat states with
(11.07/2)2 − (10.69/2)2 = 2.06 less photons. These re-
sult are summarised in the third column of Tab. (I).

Barrett Opt.

ERloss 24.9% 24.9%

ERcomp 0.63% 1%

Basic csign α 13.96 11.07

that gives ERcomp

Teleportation α
√

2× 9.65
√

2× 7.56

= 13.65 = 10.69

ERcomp for this α 0.66% 1.07%

Number of photons 46.56 28.58

Photon # reduction 2.16 2.06

achieved by teleporting

TABLE I: A summary of teleportation vs ballistic csign gates for
each of the three threshold cases considered.

The results from Fig. (17) that are summarised in
Tab. (I) suggest that depending on which threshold is
ultimately correct for 3D topological cluster state codes,
teleportation will always result in less stringent restric-
tion being put on the amplitude size of the initial cat
state, albeit in some cases only a reduction of 2.06 pho-
tons on average. However, it should be noted that a full
analysis for the teleportation of multi-qubit cluster state
is necessary before we can claim that teleportation allows
for a reduction in coherent amplitude when compared to
the completely ballistic scheme.

It is worth exploring the possibility of not being pe-
nalised for using Bell states of the form |00〉 + |αα〉 for
teleportation. If this was conceivable, then teleporta-
tion would offer much greater benefits, allowing initial
cat states with up to 25 less photons on average. The
results from Tab. (I) are re-analysed for such a case in
Tab. (II). Possible ways of avoiding these penalties would
be to have a reliable source of |00〉 + |αα〉 states, such
as the entangled cat state produced by Ourjoumtsev et
al. [22]. However, we could then consider the more com-
plicated entangled cat states required for quantum gate
teleportation in Lund et al. [15] and proceed with cluster
state production purely via teleportation.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the ballistic construction of 3D
topological cluster states with coherent logic qubits is
possible provided the initial cat states are large enough.
Since the entangling gates for this scheme only involve
passive linear optical elements, the use of integrated
quantum optical circuits would be ideally suited to imple-
ment this scheme. We found that cat states with an aver-
age number of photons > 108 (|α > 9.25〉+ |α < −9.25〉)
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Barrett Opt.

ERloss 24.9% 24.9%

ERcomp 0.63% 1%

Basic csign α 13.96 11.07

that gives ERcomp

Teleportation α 9.65 7.56

ERcomp for this α 1.31% 2.13%

Number of photons 23.28 14.29

Photon # reduction 25.44 16.35

achieved by teleporting

TABLE II: A summary of teleportation vs ballistic csign gates
for each of the three threshold cases considered, assuming we did
not have to take the construction of the Bell state |00〉+ |αα〉 into
account for teleportation.

gave an error rate per qubit for the five qubit star clus-
ter state less than 1%, a computational error fault toler-
ant threshold that is believed the 3D topological cluster
states will satisfy.

We have also shown that teleportation could be used to
clean up the cluster states produced from ballistic gates,
and that teleportation might provide a method to trade-
off computational basis errors for located loss errors. Pre-

liminary results for the teleportation of two qubit cluster
states suggests that initial cat states with an amplitude
of α =

√
2× 7.56 = 10.69 (an average photon number of

28.58) would result in a combined located loss error rate
and computational basis error rate that is below an op-
timistic threshold for 3D topological cluster state codes.

In this paper we have assumed that all errors arise from
the 3D cluster state construction in the form of com-
putational basis errors via the ballistic csign gate and
located loss errors via teleportations to clean up the bal-
listic csign gate. In reality there will be other sources of
error, such as measurement errors, errors resulting from
actual computation and storage errors. In addition to
this, the first physical requirement for topological clus-
ter state computation, the need for state preparations of
|0〉L and |0〉L + eiθ|1〉L, still needs to be addressed for
coherent state logic.
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